Grades 3–5
Understanding modern food production
Growing and Growing
Identifying different types of farm equipment; understanding
biotechnology
Farmers have a lot of people to feed. How do they do it?
One way is using modern farm equipment. Show students
photos of a tractor, plow, combine, and cultivator (scroll down).
Explain that the tractor took the place of using oxen and horses
to pull wooden plows and of sowing, cultivating, and harvesting
by hand; the seed planter puts seeds in the ground in evenly
spaced rows; the combine does the job of cutting and gathering
crops, separating out the edible portions, and separating out
the largest pieces; and the cultivator helps prepare the soil.
(If desired, you can easily find videos showing each piece of
equipment in action on YouTube.) Then have students each
choose one of the farm machines to write about and tell
how it helps farmers do their jobs better.
Next, explain to students that farmers also work to
increase the amount of crops they raise in other ways, too.
This is important because there may not be enough land,
time, or resources to continually plant more crops to feed
a growing world. Introduce the term biotechnology. Lead
students in breaking the word into pieces—bio-(meaning
life, living matter); techno- (meaning technique, skill); and
-ology (meaning study of). Lead students to see that this is
the scientific process of producing plants and animals that
are faster growing, yield more food, and resist disease (and
therefore reduce pesticide use). It is a way for farmers to ensure
a productive crop to meet the food needs of the world.

Did you know?
To keep up with world
population growth,
farmers will need to
double food production
by the year 2050 to
feed 9 billion people
worldwide.

Extend the learning: Ask students to brainstorm the types of
jobs involved in inventing and creating new equipment and
technologies to increase food production. What kinds of
scientists are involved? What do other workers contribute? List
examples on the board.
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